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[ oh my God! So she’s really in the entertainment industry. ] 

 

“[ the threshold of China’s scientific research world is really getting lower and lower. In the past, 

celebrities were called actors in China, and actors were the people with the least social status. But now, 

an actress can actually join the scientific research world. How funny! ] ” 

 

“[ China’s scientific research world has always been a joke. YC is arrogant and arrogant. It was not easy 

for her to make some achievements, and now she has personally destroyed herself. I think she doesn’t 

dare to sign this BET agreement! ] ” 

 

[ it’s normal that she doesn’t dare to sign it! ] 

 

[ hahahaha! This YC is too embarrassing! ] 

 

“The members of the Niu Hu Lu family were furious, but their power was too small. After all, they were 

facing netizens from all over the world. ” 

 

“At this moment, an account applied to join the Niu Hu Lu family group. ” 

 

It was a very simple note: I am YC. 

 

“When the group manager saw this verification message, he was a little excited, but he quickly calmed 

down. ” 

 

Many people would play pranks like this when they joined a large group. 

 



The manager opened a temporary chat window and sent a message over. [ send your technology 

network account over. ] 

 

“The next second, the other party sent a message over. [ Niu Hulu · YC’s Ye. ] ” 

 

Niu Hulu · YC’s Ye? 

 

“Seeing this message, the administrator blurted out excitedly, “Dad!” ” 

 

Dad parachuted into the Admin Group? 

 

“The administrator quickly opened ye Zhuo’s information, and then opened ye Zhuo’s account on Tech, 

and found that the information on it was exactly the same. ” 

 

Could it be that she was really YC? 

 

“The administrator immediately contacted another administrator. [ hei zi, are you there? ] ” 

 

“Hei Zi replied: [ yes, What’s Wrong? ] ” 

 

“The administrator controlled her excited hands. [ quickly check the verification information, it seems 

that our dad is Here! ] ” 

 

Hei Zi immediately went to check the group verification information. 

 

“When he saw it, he was stunned too! ” 

 

“All along, they had been chasing YC unilaterally, and YC had never replied to them directly. He did not 

expect that YC would actually drop a large group today! ” 

 



“Before hei zi could react, the supervisor, big hairy, sent another message. [ how is it? Have you seen it? 

Is it our dad? ] ” 

 

“Hei Zi immediately replied, [ Yes! It’s Our Dad! I’m going to the group to tell everyone about this good 

news! ] ” 

 

“Big Hairy was a little worried. If it wasn’t YC’s dad, wouldn’t there be a mistake? [ are you sure it’s our 

Dad? ] ” 

 

“Hei Zi was a die-hard fan of YC’s father. Every day, he would look at YC’s account a few times. He could 

clearly distinguish between these high-quality fake accounts. He definitely wouldn’t make a mistake! ” 

 

[ I’m sure and sure! It’s definitely our Father! ] 

 

“After replying to this message, Hei Zi couldn’t wait to open the group chat and share the good news 

with everyone. ” 

 

“Niu Hulu Administrator No. 1: [ brothers and sisters, let me tell you a piece of good news. Our Dad has 

descended into a large group! ] ” 

 

Niu Hulu True Water Fragrance Less 1988: [ Really? ] 

 

“Niu Hulu, the most handsome man in the scientific research world: [ F * ck! ] ” 

 

“Niu Hulu, I Love YC, Dad: [ do you have proof? Let Me See! ] ” 

 

“Hei Zi posted a screenshot of the verification information, [ of course it’s true! Look, isn’t this Dad’s 

account? ] ” 

 

“Niu Hu Lu, the most handsome person in the scientific research world: [ F * ck! It’s really true! ! ] ” 

 



“Niu Hu Lu, happy every day: [ Ahhh! I’m so excited! ] ” 

 

“Niu Hu Lu, ran qi: [ Father! ] ” 

 

The group was filled with people calling him father. 

 

“At this moment, a member of the group silently tagged hei zi. [ manager, hurry up and pass the 

verification. Let YC’s father come in! ] ” 

 

Hei Zi only reacted when he saw the message. It turned out that he had not passed YC’s application to 

join the group. He immediately clicked on the verification message and passed the application. 

 

[ Niu Hu Lu · YC has joined the Niu Hu Lu family group! ] 

 

“Niu Hu Lu · Great River: [ welcome, Father! ] ” 

 

Niu Hu Lu · it’s Xiaodai! [ I’ve confirmed the look in his eyes. It’s YC’s father himself! ] 

 

“Niu Hulu, the most handsome man in the research world: [ I didn’t think that I would be able to see 

father in person in my lifetime. I have no regrets in Dying! ] ” 

 

“Niu Hulu, Xinyue Junxi, didn’t know: [ Mom, I’m doing well. I actually saw father YC alive! ] ” 

 

“Niu Hulu, Zhao Baofeng: [ did father YC’s account get stolen? ] ” 

 

“Niu Hulu, the world’s largest sand sculpture: [ brother Zhao, what nonsense are you spouting! How 

could father get his account stolen! Even if your whole family’s account was stolen, our dad wouldn’t get 

his account stolen! ] ” 

 

“Niu Hu Lu, vine vine vine: [ brother sand sculpture is right, how could dad be hacked? ] ” 
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“Niu Hulu, Year 12 Blizzard: [ Daddy, say something! All of you, be quiet, don’t scare daddy! ] ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo looked at everyone who was talking to each other. His eyes were curved, and he sent a 

message: [ Hello, everyone, I am YC. ] ” 

 

“[ hello, Daddy, I Am Your Good Big Son, true water without fragrance! ] ” 

 

[ get lost! I Am Daddy’s Good Big Son! ] 

 

[ I’m clearly your father’s good big son! ] 

 

[ no one can snatch my father’s good big son’s position! ] 

 

“[ YC Daddy, don’t listen to their nonsense, I’m your only good big son! ] ” 

 

A Spy who was hiding in the group to gather information was dumbfounded. 

 

“He had seen all kinds of situations, but he had never seen anyone who was fighting to be someone 

else’s good big son! ” 

 

What kind of magic did this YC have? To make so many scientific researchers willingly call her father? 

 

“The undercover agent had thought that this group was filled with people at the bottom of society who 

had nothing to do, but he was puzzled that it was a troll hired by YC. One day, he unintentionally opened 



an ID account, and… He found that the other party’s name actually appeared on the scientific research 

rankings… ” 

 

“Then, he carefully investigated the information of every member in the group. In the end, he was 

surprised to find that even an unremarkable member was a well-known person on the International 

Science and Technology website! ” 

 

Only then did he believe that YC’s current success did not depend on marketing. 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

Country C. 

 

“Afraid that ye Zao would go back on his word, Dr. Cara pulled the five professors from abroad to a 

meeting to discuss countermeasures together. He could not let the Ducks that had landed in his mouth 

fly away just like that! ” 

 

“If they could divide up the power of China’s scientific research community, it would be something that 

would go down in history for the scientific research community. ” 

 

That was the CEN group’s base! 

 

“While the meeting was in progress, the sound of a sensor came from outside the door. ” 

 

Dr. Cara pressed the switch and opened the sensor door. 

 

An assistant wearing an anti-radiation isolation suit jogged in from outside. “Doctor!” 

 

“What’s Wrong?”Dr. Cara turned around. 



 

“The assistant held the tablet. “Doctor, YC has responded!” ” 

 

“Hearing that, the other five professors at the conference table immediately stood up and asked 

impatiently, “What did YC say?” ” 

 

“The assistant opened the contents of the tablet and said, “YC said that she doesn’t agree to our 

proposed agreement.” ” 

 

She doesn’t agree! 

 

She actually doesn’t agree. 

 

Professor Cara narrowed his eyes. It seemed that this YC was a little smarter than he had imagined. She 

actually knew that such a bet agreement couldn’t be signed. 

 

“Tina frowned and looked at Cara. “Professor, if she doesn’t agree, then won’t our plan be ruined?” ” 

 

“CARA’s expression was also a little ugly. She had thought that she could take down the CEN’s research 

base in one fell swoop, but she didn’t expect YC to suddenly get the hang of it. ” 

 

“Gadomi said, “It must be those people from the CEN research base who don’t agree! It seems that this 

matter is going to be a little tricky!” ” 

 

It was not enough to use this tactic on Y. she had to use it on the CEN research base. 

 

“Don’t act rashly yet.”Cara raised her hand. “Find someone to bring up the tempo on the Internet First!” 

 

“YC had caused a stir in the bet agreement. Previously, they had agreed to sign the BET agreement. 

Now, they suddenly went back on their word. Who knew how many people were waiting to watch the 

Show! ” 



 

[ I knew YC wouldn’t dare! ] 

 

[ YC is a coward. ] 

 

[ signing and not signing at the same time. HOW BORING! ] 

 

“The administrators, hei zi and big hairy, looked at the comments on the international internet and 

smiled at each other. ” 

 

“Are you going to post it now?”Big hairy looked at Hei Zi. 

 

Hei Zi nodded. “Yes!” 

 

“Okay.”Big Hairy operated the mouse and posted ye Zao’s statement. 

 

That’s right. 

 

Ye Zao suddenly joined the family group to support the people who supported them. 

 

She didn’t want a group of people who liked and supported her to fall in love with loneliness. 

 

Anyone who liked and supported her would be rewarded in the end. 

 

[ this is the gambling agreement that our father drew up. Do you dare to sign it? ][ picture/][ picture/][ 

picture/][ picture/] 

 

“This new gambling agreement was a total of five pages. It was logical and clear. It clearly stated that if 

the aircraft carrier project was successful.., the management rights of the six countries’scientific 



research bases, including country C, Country G, Country P, Japan, and Country L, would all belong to 

China. ” 

 

“Moreover, these six countries would have to publish international newspapers and apologize to China! 

” 

 

“Finally, they would have to compensate a huge sum of money! ” 

 

“Of course, if the aircraft carrier project was not completed within the stipulated time, Ye Zao’s side 

would also pay the same price! ” 
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“As soon as this announcement was made, Cara and the other research doctorates from five other 

countries were confused. They didn’t understand what ye Zao was up to.” 

 

They thought that YC was afraid of the terms of the bet and didn’t dare to sign the contract because it 

would cost too much. They didn’t expect that the new terms were even scarier than the previous one! 

 

Was there something wrong with YC’s brain? 

 

Would someone complain that they had not lost thoroughly enough? 

 

Could it be that YC still thought that they could win? 

 

What a joke! 

 

“Dr. Cara looked at the other people. “If you think that there is nothing wrong with it, then we will sign 

it.”” 



 

“Sure.”Tina nodded. 

 

“Gadomi said, “Cut the Gordian knot. If you want to sign it, hurry up and make an appointment with YC 

so that YC won’t regret it!”” 

 

Orvis nodded. “The two professors are right. I agree with what they said!” 

 

“Carla looked at the crowd and continued, “Since everyone has no objections, let’s sign an electronic 

agreement first. Then, we can discuss the meeting with YC.”” 

 

Signing an electronic version of such a gambling agreement was not enough. Both parties had to 

personally meet and stamp it! 

 

“After ye Zhuo’s latest statement was released, there was another wave of ridicule on the international 

network.” 

 

[ I thought YC had become smarter. I didn’t expect that a fool would still be a fool! ] 

 

[ maybe she thought that she could complete the two-year agreement? ] 

 

“After all, as long as China could complete the aircraft carrier project on time, China would have the 

management rights of the scientific research community of the other six countries.” 

 

“Once they obtained this authority, no one would dare to claim that China was number one in the 

scientific community in the future!” 

 

“[ complete the aircraft carrier project? Not to mention two years, even if they were given two hundred 

years, they might not be able to complete it! ]” 

 

[ let’s wait until China can create a spaceship on its own. ] 



 

[ in your dreams. ] 

 

“Despite the discussions on the Internet, Ye Zhuo still signed an electronic agreement with them and 

agreed that they would officially meet to sign the agreement three days later.” 

 

“At the same time, the people from the Cen family base were in an uproar.” 

 

A few elders did not agree with Ye Zao’s plan. 

 

“”Fifth master, you have to think twice! Back then, it was not easy for you to develop the base to such 

an extent. Do you want to watch Miss Ye lose it to a foreign country?”” 

 

“”Fifth Master! Previously, I didn’t care how Miss Ye made a fuss. But now, it has seriously affected the 

base. We really can’t just stand by and watch.”” 

 

“”No matter what, we can’t use the CEN base to gamble for her!”” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing sat on the boss’s chair, holding a Buddhist bead in one hand and a Buddhist scripture in 

the other. The air was filled with the faint Buddhist music, “Great Sorrow Mantra.”.” 

 

“After listening to everyone’s speech, Cen Shaoqing raised his eyes slightly and opened his thin lips, 

“Uncles and the base have grown up together. It has been through storms and storms for more than ten 

years. I can understand your feelings. I believe in Ye Zhuo, so please believe in her as well. After 

spending so much time with her, I believe that she is not the kind of person who would joke about the 

Cen Family!”” 

 

Cen Shaoqing was still so stubborn at this point in time. 

 

“Just because he believed in ye Zao, he could make ye Zao joke about the future of the Cen Family?” 

 



“China’s technology was still developing. If the management rights were seized by others at this point in 

time, China’s technology would never be able to stand out!” 

 

“They did this not only for the sake of the Cen family base, but also for the sake of the entire China’s 

technology!” 

 

How could CEN Shaoqing not understand! ! 

 

“Previously, Cen Shaoqing ate vegetarian and chanted Buddhism, and his methods of handling matters 

were harsh. He did not expect such a shrewd person to be delayed by love.” 

 

“If he did not see it with his own eyes, who would believe that the dignified CEN fifth master would also 

have such a day!” 

 

No wonder people said that the IQ of men and women in Love was zero. 

 

“According to the current situation, Cen Shaoqing probably did not even have a zero IQ.” 

 

His IQ was now a negative number! 

 

“”Fifth master,”Sun Qi walked forward and said hesitantly, “I know that you and Miss ye have a deep 

relationship. But this can’t be the basis for you to believe her. Creating an aircraft carrier is far more 

difficult than you think. It Can’t be built successfully just by saying it!”” 

 

“At this point, Sun Qi frowned, “I heard that Miss Ye doesn’t even know how to store a nuclear reactor. 

How would she know how to build an aircraft carrier? “Master Five, the BET agreement has not been 

signed yet. You still have room for negotiation. Once the contract is signed, there will be no room for 

regret! “Please Think Twice Before You Act!”” 
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Cen Shaoqing did not say a word. He twirled the prayer beads in his hand. 

 

“Wang Zhenzhong walked forward, then he said, “To say the least, even if miss ye really created an 

aircraft carrier, so what? The bet agreement clearly stated that the aircraft carrier’s flying speed must 

exceed the speed of light! Do you think miss ye can surpass the speed of light?” ” 

 

“Currently, the fastest speed was the speed of light. ” 

 

To surpass the speed of light and land on the eight planets was practically a pipe dream. 

 

“Even in a dream, such a good thing might not happen! ” 

 

Exceed the speed of light? 

 

Who would dare to think about it? 

 

“However, not only did ye zhuo dare to think about it, he also did not know the immensity of Heaven 

and earth and wanted to set up a betting agreement. ” 

 

“When the few elders saw the news on the international internet, they thought that they were blind. ” 

 

How could someone be so stupid as to sign such a bet? 

 

Wasn’t he jumping into the fire pit himself? 

 

“It was one thing for ye Zao to jump, but now he had to implicate the Cen family base. ” 

 

“These people were all elders of the base. Their starting point was also for the base’s sake. Cen Shaoqing 

raised his eyes slightly and placed the Buddhist scripture on the table, “Elder Wang, let alone surpassing 



the speed of light, even if ye Zao said she could travel through time and space and create a time-space 

shuttle, I would still believe it.” ” 

 

Wang Zhenzhong’s blood ran cold in his heart. 

 

Crazy! 

 

Crazy! 

 

Cen Shaoqing was simply crazy. 

 

Space-time shuttle? 

 

Did he know what he was talking about? 

 

“Sun Qi couldn’t help but say, “Master Five, don’t you think that what you said is too ridiculous?” ” 

 

Space-time shuttle? 

 

It was fortunate that Cen Shaoqing dared to say it! 

 

“”It’s simply ridiculous to the extreme,”Chu Jiangtao, who had been silent beside Sun Qi, said, “Master 

five! You are not responsible for the Cen family’s base, and you are even more irresponsible for us! Have 

you thought about the consequences once you sign the BET agreement? Who will bear the 

consequences!” ” 

 

“”I will naturally bear the consequences for my people!”Cen Shaoqing’s voice did not change much, but 

it made the three elders tremble. ” 

 

“”Alright, all of you can leave.”Cen Shaoqing raised his hand slightly. ” 



 

“The three elders did not move. A moment later, Wang Zhenzhong stood out and said, “Fifth master, we 

don’t agree!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, the other two immediately said, “Yes, we don’t agree!” ” 

 

“Don’t agree to what?”Cen Shaoqing raised his phoenix-like eyes. 

 

His pair of deep eyes were so dark that it was almost impossible to see the bottom. 

 

Wang Zhenzhong gulped. “We don’t agree to use Miss Ye’s base as a bargaining chip to sign the BET 

Agreement!” 

 

“Have the three elders already forgotten what the base’s surname is?”Cen Shaoqing asked in return. 

 

What was the base’s surname? 

 

“The Cen family base’s surname was, of course, Cen. ” 

 

“Hearing this, the three of them immediately shut up. ” 

 

The implied meaning of Cen Shaoqing’s words was that the three of them were not qualified to 

disagree! 

 

“The three of them had followed Cen Shaoqing all the way through middle-age. Naturally, they knew 

Cen Shaoqing’s temper. After looking at each other, they decided not to say anything more. “Fifth 

master, we’ll be leaving First!” ” 

 

“After saying that, the three of them walked out of the office. ” 

 



“The moment they walked out of the office door, the three of them heaved a heavy sigh of relief. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing gave off a really strong sense of oppression! 

 

It would be great if Cen Shaoqing could treat them the way he treated ye Zao! 

 

“”Old Brother Sun, what do you think we should do?”Wang Zhenzhong looked at Sun Qi with a frown. ” 

 

“Sun Qi frowned and sighed. “I can see that fifth master has really fallen into the trap this time! Let’s not 

try to persuade him anymore. It’s useless no matter how much we persuade him!”Cen Shaoqing had 

already said so much today, if they tried to persuade him again, they would only bring trouble to 

themselves. ” 

 

“Chu Jiang Tao continued, “Do we have to watch the Cen family base be destroyed by ye Zao?” ” 

 

He had watched the Cen family base until now. He was really unwilling to let the Cen family base be lost 

just like that. 

 

“”What else can I do if I don’t do this?”Sun Qi said somewhat helplessly, “Let’s do it like this! “We’re old 

anyway. Some things are better left alone!”! “Anyway, we’ve already said what we should have said. It 

was fifth master who didn’t listen to us. In the future, he won’t blame us!” ” 

 

Wang Zhenzhong nodded. “Old Brother Sun is right.” 

 

“The Cen family’s base was Cen Shaoqing’s after all. The real management rights were in Cen Shaoqing’s 

hands. They could only persuade Cen Shaoqing. Since CEN Shaoqing didn’t listen, there was nothing they 

could do. ” 

 

The three of them discussed as they walked. 

 

“When Tang Xue saw this scene, she walked up and said, “Uncle Sun, uncle Wang, Uncle Chu! Are you 

guys coming from Fifth Master’s Office?” ” 



 

“Little Tang!”Sun Qi nodded. 

 

“Tang Xue continued, “Uncles, you guys are looking for fifth master because of the BET agreement, 

right? Right now, everyone in the base is feeling insecure. They’re all worried that Miss Ye will lose the 

base. None of us want to work in the hands of foreigners. What did fifth master say?” ” 
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Tang Xue couldn’t be happier that such a thing had happened. 

 

“After all, Ye Zao’s actions were undoubtedly courting death! ” 

 

“The more ye Zao was courting death, the more advantageous the situation would be for her! ” 

 

“She originally thought that after Professor Yue left, this base would belong to Ye Zao. She didn’t expect 

that ye Zao would cause such a mess. ” 

 

Signing the bet agreement. 

 

Perhaps only a person like ye Zao could do it! 

 

“Hearing this, Sun Qi shook his head. ” 

 

“Seeing Sun Qi like this, Tang Xue knew in her heart. She was very happy, but she did not show it on her 

face, she sighed and said, “Ever since he got to know Miss Ye, master five has really changed. First, he 

chased professor Yue out of the base, and now he actually allowed Miss Ye to sign the bet agreement! I 

really don’t know what he is thinking!” ” 

 



“The few elders were also very angry about professor Yue’s incident. However, professor Yue actually 

mobilized the entire department to go on strike. If there hadn’t been a strike, they might have 

sympathized with professor Yue, however, ever since the incident with the strike, they felt that 

Professor Yue deserved it! ” 

 

Who Didn’t know that Cen Shaoqing hated being threatened the most? 

 

“Not to mention Cen Shaoqing, even they didn’t like being threatened! ” 

 

“”Professor Yue’s matter has already passed!”Sun Qi continued, “Don’t mention this person in the base 

in the future!” ” 

 

“The smile on Tang Xue’s face froze for a moment, but it quickly returned to normal. “Uncle Sun, I know! 

Then what about Miss Ye’s matter?” ” 

 

“Leave it to Fate!”Sun Qi sighed. 

 

Wang Zhenzhong shook his head helplessly. “Now we can only leave it to fate!” 

 

“Looking at the backs of the three people leaving, Tang Xue’s face was filled with a smug smile. ” 

 

Good! 

 

This was really great! 

 

“As expected, the wicked will be dealt with by the heavens. Tang Xue was looking forward to two years 

later more and more! ” 

 

“When that time came, Ye Zao’s face would definitely look very good. ” 

 

“As for Cen Shaoqing, he would definitely regret it! ” 



 

He would regret mistaking a fish’s eye for a pearl! 

 

“Thinking of this, the smile on Tang Xue’s face became even more obvious. ” 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

Cen Shaoqing’s office. 

 

“The room was very quiet, so quiet that one could only hear the sound of flipping a book. ” 

 

“At this moment, the door was opened and the sound of footsteps could be heard. ” 

 

“In his office, other than ye Zao who dared to enter without knocking, almost no one else dared to do 

so. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing raised his eyes slightly and saw that the person who came was indeed ye Zhuo. 

 

“To inspect the work?”Cen Shaoqing’s thin lips opened slightly. 

 

“Mm-hm.”Ye Zhuo raised his eyebrows slightly. 

 

“CEN shaoqing: “Then please instruct me, leader. What other areas do I need to improve on?” ” 

 

“Don’t be poor.”Ye Zhuo looked at Cen Shaoqing. “I have a serious matter to ask you.” 

 

“”Please instruct me, leader,”Cen Shaoqing said. ” 



 

“Ye Zhuo continued, “Did elder Sun, elder Wang, and elder Chu come to look for you just now?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. 

 

“What do you think?”Ye Zhuo asked. 

 

“CEN Shaoqing said, “Of course I’m following the leader’s footsteps.” ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo leaned slightly and rested his hands on the table. He looked at Cen Shaoqing very seriously. 

Their eyes met. “Aren’t you afraid that I’ll lose the Cen Base?”The matter of the aircraft carrier was no 

small matter. There were many people in the CEN base who did not trust her, ye Zhuo could understand. 

” 

 

“After all, in the history of mankind, no one had ever created an aircraft carrier that exceeded the speed 

of light! ” 

 

“She was young and had only been famous for a short period of time in the scientific and technological 

world. It was understandable for people to be suspicious of her. After all, she was betting on the future 

of the CEN base! ” 

 

“Even if Cen Shaoqing was also suspicious of her, Ye Zhuo could understand. ” 

 

“However, what ye Zao didn’t expect was that Cen Shaoqing firmly believed in her. He even used the 

future of the CEN base to make her gamble. ” 

 

It would be a lie to say that he wasn’t moved. 

 

“I’m not afraid.”Cen Shaoqing leaned over and kissed her red lips. 

 

“Really?”Ye Zao said. 



 

“CEN Shaoqing continued, “I’ll follow the dog when I marry the chicken. Since I’m already a leader, I’ll 

follow the leader’s footsteps to the death!” ” 

 

“”Alright, not bad.”Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. “Young people have a bright future!” ” 

 

“It’s all thanks to the leadership’s guidance.” 

 

Ye Zhuo patted him on the head. “I’m too lazy to argue with you. I’ll go back to the office first.” 

 

Cen Shaoqing stood up and walked her out of the door. “I’ll look for you after work.” 

 

“Okay.”Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. “Hurry up and go back to work!” 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

“Zhang Qingqing originally planned to return to her hometown soon. After all, school was already 

closed. ” 

 

“But after meeting Lin ze yesterday, she changed her mind. ” 

 

She couldn’t go back now. 

 

“It was okay if Lin Ze didn’t fall in love with her at first sight. There was a saying in this world, “Love 

grows with time.”She had to think of a way to become Lin Ze’s girlfriend and let Lin Ze marry her. ” 

 

Lin Ze’s family background was so good that she really didn’t want to miss out on Lin Ze. 

 



“Moreover, she also had an Lizi as a good assistant. ” 

 

“As long as she had an Lizi’s help and created more opportunities for her to get along with Lin Ze, she 

believed that she would definitely be able to make Lin Ze fall in love with her after a long time. She 

wasn’t bad looking, and people had feelings.., lin Ze’s heart wasn’t made of stone. After a long time, he 

would definitely see her sincerity. ” 

 

Wasn’t there a saying? 

 

A woman chasing a man is separated by a veil. 

 

“After thinking for a while, Zhang Qingqing called an Lizi. ” 

 

“An Lizi was taking a shower, so she naturally did not hear her phone ring. ” 

 

“An Lizi did not pick up her phone. Zhang Qingqing was very anxious and called one after another. 

Unfortunately, an Lizi did not pick up. ” 

 

“When an Lizi came out of the shower, it was already ten minutes later. ” 

 

An Lizi saw more than twenty phone calls. She thought that Zhang Qingqing had something urgent and 

immediately called back. 

 

Zhang Qingqing picked up almost instantly. 

 

“”Qingqing, what’s the matter?”An Lizi asked. ” 

 

“”Lizi, what were you doing just now? Why didn’t you pick up my call?”Zhang Qingqing asked. ” 

 

“An Lizi explained, “I was in the shower. Qingqing, is there something urgent?” ” 



 

“Zhang Qingqing continued, “Lizi, did you help me ask your cousin if he has a girlfriend?” ” 

 

“I did.”An Lizi made up a story. “He has a girlfriend.” 

 

“She knew Zhang Qingqing too well. If she said that Lin Ze did not have a girlfriend, Zhang Qingqing 

would definitely not let it go. ” 

 

“He has a girlfriend? How can that be?”It could be heard that Zhang Qingqing’s voice was very 

disappointed. 

 

“Do you have anything else?”An Lizi asked. 

 

“Zhang Qingqing frowned. “No, I’ll hang up first.” ” 

 

“After hanging up, Zhang Qingqing sent a wechat message to buttface. ” 

 

What if an Lizi was lying to her? 

 

Zhang Qingqing sent a wechat message. 

 

“A few minutes later, Buttface replied. ” 

 

“The two of them chatted for a while before Zhang Qingqing sent a wechat message. [ I’m really sorry 

about today. I didn’t know that Lin Ze had a girlfriend. The next time we watch a movie, Ask Lin Ze to 

bring his girlfriend along. ] ” 
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“After sending this wechat message, Zhang Qingqing narrowed her eyes and waited for dog two’s reply 

with anticipation.” 

 

“Without a girlfriend, Lin Ze definitely didn’t have a girlfriend!” 

 

“Through their interaction today, dog two knew that Zhang Qingqing was interested in Lin Ze.” 

 

Zhang Qingqing sent this wechat message with obvious intentions. She was testing whether Lin Ze had a 

girlfriend. 

 

She just wanted to know if Lin Ze had a girlfriend to ask an Lizi. There was no need to go around asking 

him. 

 

The reason why Zhang Qingqing asked this was definitely because an Lizi told her that Lin ze already had 

a girlfriend. 

 

“This was a disguised rejection. At a time like this, he naturally couldn’t hold him back.” 

 

Buttface continued to reply: [ brother Ze’s girlfriend is more introverted. She likes quiet. Let’s talk again 

when there’s a chance! ] 

 

Ding Dong — 

 

“Hearing the reply from wechat, Zhang Qingqing immediately picked up her phone. When she saw 

Buttface’s reply, the light in Zhang Qingqing’s eyes instantly dimmed.” 

 

He has a girlfriend! 

 

Lin Ze actually has a girlfriend! 

 



How could this be? 

 

What kind of girl could be worthy of such a handsome boy like Lin Ze? 

 

“When she thought that Lin Ze actually had a girlfriend, Zhang Qingqing was extremely jealous. She 

couldn’t wait to break up with Lin Ze’s girlfriend.” 

 

On Buttface’s side. 

 

Buttface sent Lin ze his and Zhang Qingqing’s chat records. 

 

Lin Ze replied: [ ? ? ? ] 

 

Buttface continued to reply: [ didn’t you realize that I’ve done you a huge favor? ] 

 

“[ favor. ] In other words, he didn’t have the time to read it.” 

 

“HOW UNROMANTIC! Why would a girl like this like him?”Buttface replied: [ I’ve helped you block a 

Rotten Peach Blossom! Hurry up and thank me! ] 

 

“OH.” 

 

“Oh what! Rubbish! Say Thank you! Give me a red packet! Zhang Qingqing is doubting her life now!” 

 

“Red Packet”Lin ze sent a red packet over. 

 

“”I won’t accept the red packet. If you really want to thank me, help me find out what type of boys your 

cousin likes.”” 

 

Buttface originally wanted to get to know an Lizi through Zhang Qingqing. 



 

“But now, it seemed that this method wouldn’t work. After all, Zhang Qingqing had other motives.” 

 

“After a long while, Lin Ze didn’t reply.” 

 

Dog Two waited anxiously. 

 

“After about ten minutes, there was finally some movement on wechat.” 

 

“Dog two hurriedly opened wechat. He thought that Lin Ze had answered his question, but he didn’t 

expect Lin Ze’s reply to be: [ is there a case? ]” 

 

“Buttface was a little disappointed. After a while, he replied: [ yes. ]” 

 

Lin Ze then sent him a string of links. 

 

“When Buttface saw the commission, he thought that he was hallucinating. During this period of time, 

he had accepted many commissions. There were five-digit ones and six-digit ones, but this was the first 

time he had seen seven-digit ones.” 

 

Was it an illusion? 

 

“Buttface rubbed his eyes, but the numbers on the screen didn’t change.” 

 

He wasn’t mistaken. 

 

Buttface opened the wechat group and sent a screenshot over: [ is my system out of Order? ] 

 

“[ yes, mine is the same. ] Li Wen replied.” 

 



[ ditto. ] Fat Tiger also replied. 

 

Buttface was a little excited. [ brother Ze is awesome! ] 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

“Zhang Qingqing felt very uncomfortable. When she remembered that she still had a suitor, her heart 

felt much better. She called an Lizi again.” 

 

“When she received Zhang Qingqing’s call, an Lizi was putting on a face mask. “Hello, Qingqing.”” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing continued, “Lizi, I have something to ask you.”” 

 

“”You ask,”an Lizi said.” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing said, “How is that Buttface’s family background?”” 

 

“It wasn’t that she looked down on buttface, but it was that buttface really didn’t look like a rich second 

generation.” 

 

“Fatty Tiger and Li Wen were both wearing big brands, but Buttface was wearing an unknown street 

stall.” 

 

His cell phone was also very casual. 

 

“In short, he didn’t dress like a rich second generation.” 

 



“However, it wasn’t necessarily true that Buttface was an invisible second generation. This kind of thing 

had to be investigated.” 

 

Zhang Qingqing did not want to do anything risky. 

 

“”I only met Ah Ze’s friends today,”an lizi continued, “So I’m not very sure.”” 

 

Not sure? 

 

Zhang Qingqing was a little disappointed. “Then can you help me ask around?” 

 

An Lizi frowned. “How can I ask about this kind of thing?” 

 

It was too impolite. 

 

“”Are you still my best friend? !”Zhang Qingqing complained. “Lizi, you’re Rich Now! What about me? ! 

It’s said that wealth and honor are inseparable. You Can’t Forget Me!”” 
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“An Lizi sighed. “Qingqing, I really didn’t ask about this!” ” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing smiled and said, “That’s Easy! Just ask where Buttface’s family lives!” ” 

 

Rich second generation children definitely lived in areas where every inch of land was worth a fortune. 

 

“Therefore, knowing where Buttface lived allowed them to know his family background. ” 



 

“Who should I ASK?”An Lizi didn’t want to ask. 

 

It wasn’t good to pry into other people’s privacy this time. 

 

“You should ask your cousin!”Zhang Qingqing felt that an Lizi was a little silly. “Is there anything 

between you and your cousin that you’re embarrassed to say?” 

 

An Lizi sighed. 

 

“Zhang Qingqing continued, “Lizi, quickly go and ask. I’m waiting for your reply!” ” 

 

“”I. . .”An Lizi was still a little hesitant. Zhang Qingqing couldn’t be bothered to waste her breath on an 

Lizi. She directly said, “It’s settled then. Go and ask right now. I’m hanging up now.” ” 

 

“An Lizi looked at the phone that was hung up, her face full of worry. ” 

 

Could it be that she really had to ask Lin Ze? 

 

“At this moment, Zhang Qingqing sent a wechat message. [ did you ask? ] ” 

 

An Lizi replied: [ not yet. ] 

 

[ hurry up and ask! ! ! ] 

 

An Lizi had no choice but to open Lin Ze’s wechat. [ is Ah Ze around? ] 

 

“Lin Ze did not reply immediately. After a long while, Lin Ze replied: [ yes. ] ” 

 



“An Lizi continued typing. ‘Ah Ze, where does your friend Buttface Live?’ ” 

 

“After thinking for a while, an Lizi felt that it was not appropriate to ask such a question. She deleted all 

the words and edited them again. ” 

 

“After repeatedly deleting them several times, she finally edited a sentence, [ AH ZE, let me ask you a 

question. ] ” 

 

[ Okay. ] 

 

[ where does buttface live? ] An Lizi made up her mind and directly sent this sentence over. 

 

“No matter how she asked, she couldn’t get away from this central point. ” 

 

“On the other side, Lin Ze was stunned. ” 

 

Why would an lizi ask this out of the blue? 

 

“Lin Ze quickly opened Buttface’s chat box and saw that two hours ago, buttface had sent him a wechat 

message asking an lizi what type of boy she liked. ” 

 

Could it be… 

 

That the two of them were interested in each other? 

 

“Lin Ze couldn’t understand what the two were thinking, so he replied to an lizi first, [ his family lives in 

Shengshi Hailan District. ] ” 

 

“[ okay, got it. ] ” 

 



“After receiving Lin Ze’s reply, an Lizi immediately replied to Zhang Qingqing, [ got it for you. ] ” 

 

“Seeing this, Zhang Qingqing couldn’t wait to reply, [ where do you live? ] ” 

 

“An Lizi replied, [ Shengshi Hailan District. ] ” 

 

Shengshi Hailan? 

 

Zhang Qingqing narrowed her eyes. How come she had never heard of the name of this district? 

 

Zhang Qingqing immediately switched to the search page and searched for the name of this community. 

 

Shengshi Hailan. 

 

“It was a very ordinary community. In the Imperial City, which was full of dignitaries, this community 

could only be considered mid-to high-end. Many white-collar workers liked this community, but 

unfortunately, it was completely different from a wealthy family. ” 

 

“Not to mention a wealthy family, it couldn’t even be considered an ordinary wealthy family. ” 

 

“Seeing this, Zhang Qingqing was very disappointed. She had thought that dog two was a low-key rich 

second generation, but she didn’t expect that dog two was a poor loser. ” 

 

She didn’t care what she wanted. 

 

“Thinking that dog two had added his wechat, Zhang Qingqing was a little angry. ” 

 

A poor loser was also worthy of adding her wechat! 

 

Zhang Qingqing was angry and disappointed at the same time. She sighed deeply. 



 

Could it be that she wasn’t destined to marry into a rich family? 

 

No. 

 

She had to marry into a rich family and change her fate! 

 

Yes. 

 

She couldn’t accept her fate. 

 

Xia Xiaoman could marry into a rich family with a burden and even turn an lizi into a rich daughter. Why 

couldn’t she? 

 

Buttface wasn’t a rich second generation. There were others! 

 

“Although Lin Ze had a girlfriend now, who knew what would happen tomorrow? ” 

 

Maybe Lin Ze would break up with his girlfriend Tomorrow! 

 

She could cultivate a relationship with Lin Ze in advance and wait for him. 

 

“Moreover, with an Lizi as a godly assistant, she would definitely be able to win Lin ze over. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, Zhang Qingqing sent a wechat message to an Lizi. [ Lizi, help me find out how your 

cousin’s relationship with his girlfriend is. ] ” 

 

“An Lizi was a little speechless. Looking at the wechat message from Zhang Qingqing, she didn’t want to 

bother with her anymore. ” 

 



“But very soon, Zhang Qingqing sent another wechat message, like a serial killer. ” 

 

An Lizi had to pick up her phone to reply her. [ ah ze has a very good relationship with his girlfriend. ] 

 

“Seeing this message, Zhang Qingqing wanted to smash her phone. ” 

 

“If Lin Ze’s relationship with his girlfriend was average, she could still wait. But Lin Ze had a good 

relationship with his girlfriend. How could she wait? ” 
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Zhang Qingqing narrowed her eyes. 

 

Didn’t Lin Ze have two other friends? 

 

Fat Tiger and Li Wen. 

 

“Li Wen didn’t dare to say that Fat Tiger was definitely a nouveau riche. After all, the Green Water Ghost 

Watch on Fat Tiger’s hand was worth seven digits. Seven digits was enough to buy a house in a county-

level city, which ordinary family would wear a house on their hand?” 

 

“Although fat tiger looked a little silly, in this era, money was the father!” 

 

“Thinking of this, Zhang Qingqing had an idea.” 

 

“While watching the movie today, she heard from the side that Fat Tiger was going to go to the game 

city with a few classmates tomorrow.” 

 



On the other side. 

 

“Lin Ze replied to Buttface, [ I don’t know what type of boy sister Lizi likes. Moreover, I feel that there 

are no standards for liking this kind of thing. Even if there is a set of standards, if you meet someone you 

really like, you might find that what you like is far from your standards. If you really like someone, then 

go and fight for it yourself. Don’t deliberately change yourself just to like someone. ]” 

 

This was probably the most number of words Lin Ze had replied to buttface on wechat. 

 

“Buttface even thought that he was hallucinating,” 

 

when did Lin Ze become so diligent? 

 

“Moreover, what Lin Ze said made sense.” 

 

There was no standard for liking. 

 

“Before he saw an Lizi, he didn’t know that he liked this kind of girl.” 

 

It was a very strange feeling. 

 

“At a glance, his heart pounded.” 

 

“In the past, he always thought that love at first sight in romance novels was too exaggerated. Now, he 

realized that he thought it was exaggerated because he had never experienced it firsthand.” 

 

“As long as he had experienced it personally, he wouldn’t think it was exaggerated.” 

 

“[ brother Ze, did you secretly fall in love with someone behind our backs? ] Lin Ze said it logically. How 

could someone who had never fallen in love before be like this?” 



 

[ no. ] Lin Ze returned to his previous state. 

 

[ couldn’t have said it so well? ] Buttface didn’t believe it. 

 

[ talent. ] 

 

Buttface: [ stop bragging! ] 

 

Lin Ze simply didn’t reply. 

 

The next day. 

 

Zhang Qingqing arrived at the game city that Fat Tiger had mentioned an hour earlier. 

 

“The game city was very big. As it was a Sunday, it was almost full of people.” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing exchanged for game coins. As she walked, she looked for Fat Tiger’s back.” 

 

“At this moment, she saw a familiar figure in the crowd.” 

 

It was fat tiger. 

 

Zhang Qingqing hurriedly trotted over. “Fat Tiger!” 

 

“When Fat Tiger saw Zhang Qingqing, he was stunned for a moment before he reacted. “You… You Are… 

Zhang… Zhang…”fat tiger couldn’t remember the last two words.” 

 



“Seeing that fat tiger couldn’t even remember her name, Zhang Qingqing couldn’t help but feel a little 

angry.” 

 

Could it be that she had such a common face? 

 

If only dog two was fat tiger! 

 

“The person she should have liked didn’t like her, but the person she shouldn’t have liked stuck to her.” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing smiled and said, “Zhang Qingqing!”” 

 

“”Right, right, right! Zhang Qingqing!”Only then did fat tiger remember, “You’re sister Lizi’s good 

friend!”” 

 

Sister Lizi? 

 

She remembered that an Lizi didn’t even remember her! 

 

This was a little too much! 

 

“Zhang Qingqing suppressed the emotions in her eyes and continued, “I really didn’t expect to see you 

here! Oh right, why didn’t dog two and Li Wen follow us? Lin Ze went to accompany his girlfriend. Could 

it be that they have a girlfriend too?”” 

 

“When he heard this, fat tiger said in surprise, “Brother Ze has a girlfriend? Who said that? Why Don’t I 

know? Who is brother Ze’s girlfriend?”” 

 

“You don’t know that Lin Ze has a girlfriend?”Zhang Qingqing asked. 

 

“Fat Tiger shook his head. “I don’t know! That’s impossible! You must have made a mistake! With my 

relationship with brother Ze, if he had a girlfriend, he would definitely tell me immediately!”” 



 

“Zhang Qingqing smiled and said, “Maybe I made a mistake!”” 

 

“At this point, how could Zhang Qingqing not understand what was going on?” 

 

It was clear that an Lizi and buttface had joined forces to lie to her! 

 

Too Much! 

 

This was too much! 

 

“She treated an Lizi as her best friend, but what about an Lizi?” 

 

An Lizi actually lied to her! 

 

“In an Lizi’s heart, what was she?” 

 

She couldn’t care less about people saying that people could change. 

 

“An Lizi, who had become a rich young lady, was indeed different from before.” 

 

“Thinking back to more than ten years ago, her relationship with an Lizi was so good.” 

 

And Now? 

 

Things have changed! 

 

An Lizi was no longer the an lizi she knew. 

 



“An Lizi definitely did not want her to marry Lin Ze, and did not want her to become a rich lady!” 
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This kind of person just couldn’t bear to see others better than her! 

 

“According to Zhang Qingqing’s knowledge, Lin Ze’s family background was much better than the Anlizi 

family’s. ” 

 

“Lin Ze’s father owned all the shares of the Lin Group, and his mother, Ye Shu, was the founder of the ye 

group’s private dishes! ” 

 

“His younger sister, Ye Zhuo, was the successor of the Shunxi Financial Group. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo was just a girl. As the saying goes, once ye Zhuo married out, the management rights of the 

Shunxi Financial Group would definitely be handed over to her, the eldest daughter-in-law. ” 

 

“At that time, she will be the young mistress of the Lin Family! ” 

 

Being the young mistress of the Lin family is much more glorious than being the eldest daughter of the 

Lin family. 

 

“In front of her, an Lizi could not even be considered a pinky finger. ” 

 

“Fat tiger continued, “I have an appointment with a friend over there. I’ll go over first.” ” 

 

“En.”Zhang Qingqing nodded. “I should go back too.” 

 



“Walking out of the game city, Zhang Qingqing called an Lizi and asked her to meet at a cafe. ” 

 

An Lizi agreed. 

 

“By the time Zhang Qingqing arrived, an Lizi had already sat in her seat and waited for a long time. ” 

 

“”Qingqing, why did you call me out in such a hurry?”An Lizi asked. ” 

 

Zhang Qingqing looked at an Lizi with eyes full of regret. “Lizi! I never thought that you were such a 

person! I treated you so well and treated you as my only good friend. Is this how you treat me?” 

 

“What’s wrong with me?”An Lizi was confused. 

 

“”What’s wrong with you? You still have the nerve to say what’s wrong!”Zhang Qingqing questioned 

angrily, “Let me ask you, why did you lie to me! ?”! Lin Ze clearly doesn’t have a girlfriend, and I trusted 

you so much, yet you lied to me! In your eyes, I’m just a gold digger, right? You must think that I’m very 

funny, right? Yes! You’re a rich young lady now, and I’m just an ordinary person. If you don’t like me, just 

say it. Why use such a thing to disgust people!” ” 

 

Zhang Qingqing said a lot in one breath. She was not afraid of offending an Lizi. This matter was 

originally an Lizi’s fault! 

 

“An Lizi did not expect Zhang Qingqing to find out so quickly, “Qingqing, let me explain. Things are not 

what you think! I have never looked down on you. We were good friends before we learned how to 

walk. In My Heart, you have always been my good friend. This matter is indeed my fault. I apologize to 

you! I’m Sorry!” ” 

 

A mistake was a mistake. An Lizi did not want to explain too much. 

 

“Zhang Qingqing was an Lizi’s childhood friend, and it was also a memory of her childhood. She didn’t 

want to break up with Zhang Qingqing. ” 

 



Zhang Qingqing snorted coldly. “Who knows if you’re sincerely apologizing!” 

 

“”It’s true, Qingqing. I really didn’t mean anything by it. I just thought that you and my cousin weren’t 

too suitable.” ” 

 

“Lin Ze’s personality was eccentric, and he didn’t talk much. He was suitable for understanding people. 

Girls who could enter his heart and speak the same language as him. ” 

 

Zhang Qingqing only wanted to marry into a rich family. It wasn’t good to approach Lin Ze with a 

purpose. 

 

“”Not suitable?”Zhang Qingqing’s eyes were full of self-mockery, “You look down on me, right? That’s 

right! I think too highly of myself! I’m a commoner Cinderella, and your cousin is a prince of a high and 

mighty family. How can a person with a low status like me be worthy of him? An Lizi! Anyone can look 

down on me, but you can’t! We grew up together. If My status is low, how good can you be?” ” 

 

“In other words, an Lizi had no right to look down on her! ” 

 

“”Qingqing, I really didn’t mean that. I’ve already apologized to you. What more do you want me to do?” 

” 

 

“”You really want to apologize, don’t you?”Zhang Qingqing asked. ” 

 

“Yes.”An Lizi nodded. 

 

“”Then I’ll give you a chance.”Zhang Qingqing continued, “Tomorrow, you invite your cousin out. We’ll 

go shopping together.” ” 

 

An Lizi’s expression was a little awkward. 

 

“”Fine, I know your answer. You still look down on me, right? If you look down on me, so be it! What’s 

there to be afraid of? You’re now the daughter of a rich family, and I’m just a gold digger who can’t 



stand up to the public. It’s understandable that you look down on me!”Zhang Qingqing mocked herself, 

but she didn’t show any mercy at all. ” 

 

She was a gold digger. 

 

What’s wrong with being a gold digger! 

 

She was an honest gold digger. She didn’t want someone who was clearly a gold digger to hypocritically 

say that it was because of love! Because of love can marry a few decades older than his old man? 
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“Qingqing!”An Lizi was on the verge of tears. 

 

“”That’s it, I’m leaving First!”Zhang Qingqing glanced at an Lizi and turned to walk out of the door, 

looking as if she wanted to sever all ties with an Lizi. ” 

 

“An Lizi quickly caught up to Zhang Qingqing. “Qingqing! Don’t go! I Promise You, I Promise You!” ” 

 

Zhang Qingqing’s eyes were filled with satisfaction. 

 

“As expected, an Lizi was still the same as when she was young. She was especially easy to manipulate. ” 

 

“In fact, an Lizi’s personality was a little similar to Xia Xiaoman’s. If Xia Xiaoman was not soft-hearted 

and gullible, she would not have been deceived by an Dongliang for so long. If an Lizi had not caught up 

to her.., xia Xiaoman was still kept in the dark. ” 

 

“Really?”Zhang Qingqing looked up at an Lizi. 



 

“Really!”An Lizi nodded. 

 

“This was the only thing they could do now. As long as Lin Ze didn’t like Zhang Qingqing, Zhang Qingqing 

wouldn’t be able to put on a big show by herself. ” 

 

“”Then it’s a deal!”Zhang Qingqing continued, “Let’s meet at the clock tower at 10 o’clock tomorrow 

morning.” ” 

 

“An Lizi was about to nod, but she quickly reacted and said, “I still have to discuss with Ah Ze. What if he 

doesn’t have time!” ” 

 

“”That’s your business. Anyway, I’ll be waiting for you there on time tomorrow.” ” 

 

An Lizi could only nod. “I’ll try my best.” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing didn’t say anything else and turned to leave. At this time, it was better not to say too 

much. If she said too much, it would backfire. ” 

 

“Looking at Zhang Qingqing’s back, an Lizi looked helpless. ” 

 

What should she do? 

 

What should she do? 

 

“Under such circumstances, she could only invite Lin ze out. In order to prevent Lin ze from suspecting 

anything, an Lizi didn’t invite Lin Ze alone. She even invited dog two, fat tiger, and Li Wen, they said that 

they were going to play computer games together. ” 

 

“Satisfied, Zhang Qingqing returned to the hotel and began to think about what she would wear the 

next day. ” 



 

“At this moment, Zhang Qingqing’s stomach churned. She felt extremely nauseous and threw up by the 

side of the Bath. After throwing up, her face turned pale. ” 

 

“Zhang Qingqing leaned against the bath and stood there for a while. Her stomach hadn’t been feeling 

well these few days, and her appetite wasn’t very good. She kept feeling like throwing up. She didn’t 

know what was wrong with her. ” 

 

“Suddenly, Zhang Qingqing thought of something. Her eyes widened in disbelief. ” 

 

She… 

 

Could she be pregnant? 

 

“Thinking of this, Zhang Qingqing’s face turned even paler. ” 

 

No. 

 

It couldn’t be. 

 

“Although she had been with Wu Youyu for a long time, there were always protective measures. There 

was only one time when she didn’t take any. After that, she thought that Wu Youyu was too old and 

wouldn’t be able to win the bid, so she was too lazy to take the medicine! ” 

 

“It could not be that coincidental, right? ” 

 

“As she thought about it, Zhang Qingqing felt nauseous again, and her stomach could not stop churning. 

” 

 

“After vomiting, Zhang Qingqing could not stay calm anymore. She immediately took her bag and went 

to the hospital. ” 



 

“There were no holidays in the hospital. No matter what day it was, there were many people in the 

hospital. ” 

 

“After waiting in line for an hour, Zhang Qingqing finally got the results. She took the ultrasound sheet 

to the Doctor, who smiled and said, “There is a pregnancy sac in the uterus…” ” 

 

“”There’s a pregnancy sac? What do you mean by a pregnancy sac? Doctor, I’m not pregnant, 

right?”Zhang Qingqing asked impatiently. ” 

 

“”Having a pregnancy sac means that you’re pregnant,”the Doctor continued. “You’re already four 

weeks pregnant.” ” 

 

Four weeks… 

 

She was already four weeks pregnant. 

 

Zhang Qingqing’s face turned pale as if she had been struck by lightning. 

 

What should she do? 

 

“Seeing Zhang Qingqing like this, the Doctor felt a little strange. Wasn’t being pregnant a happy thing? 

Why was Zhang Qingqing’s expression so ugly. ” 

 

“The Doctor lowered his head. When he saw that she was not married on the medical record, he 

understood what was going on. ” 

 

She was 20 years old. 

 

“She was probably still in university and did not have a boyfriend by her side. Nowadays, Young People’s 

private lives were getting more and more chaotic. ” 



 

“”You can’t have this child! Doctor, Can I abort it?”Zhang Qingqing looked at the doctor. ” 

 

“The doctor looked at Zhang Qingqing’s report, then he said, “This is your first child. In addition, you 

have a special constitution. We suggest that you don’t abort it, or it will affect the birth of a child in the 

future. However, this is only my suggestion. As for the specifics, you can discuss it with your boyfriend.” 

” 

 

Zhang Qingqing was stunned. 

 

What should she do? 

 

What should she do now? 

 

“When she walked out of the hospital, Zhang Qingqing felt like the sky was falling. ” 

 

“If she couldn’t abort the child, how was she going to marry Lin Ze? ” 

 

“But if she abort the child, what if she couldn’t get pregnant in the future? ” 

 

“After all, wealthy families were the most particular about having children! ” 


